Review for 2nd term 12th form
School year 2014-2015

Exercise 1: Choose the word in each group that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest:

1. a. chart  b. postcard  c. leopard  d. hardly
2. a. book  b. moon  c. food  d. choose
3. a. grew  b. chew  c. few  d. threw
4. a. author  b. smooth  c. through  d. theme
5. a. exhaust  b. height  c. honest  d. heir
6. a. post  b. island  c. sprint  d. aspect
7. a. rival  b. title  c. silver  d. surprise
8. a. wrestling  b. level  c. medal  d. result
9. a. ranked  b. gained  c. prepared  d. proved
10. a. touches  b. foul  c. account  d. mount
11. a. struggle  b. support  c. suffer  d. destruction
12. a. foothill  b. cook  c. flood  d. childhood
13. a. victim  b. initiative  c. poverty  d. adopted
14. a. examine  b. determine  c. famine  d. mine
15. a. extinction  b. extension  c. exploitation  d. expression

Exercise 2: Choose the word that has the main stress placed differently from that of the others:

1. a. disappearance  b. vulnerable  c. conservation  d. generation
2. a. extinction  b. commercial  c. gorilla  d. habitat
3. a. survive  b. product  c. reserve  d. enact
4. a. digest  b. swallow  c. advice  d. describe
5. a. holiday  b. advantage  c. difficult  d. wonderful
6. a. knowledge  b. pleasure  c. complete  d. picture
7. a. eject  b. crossbar  c. except  d. commit
8. a. participant  b. publicity  c. competitive  d. individual
9. a. award  b. defeat  c. refer  d. scuba
10. a. countrymen  b. spectator  c. outstanding  d. precision

Exercise 3: Give the correct form of the given words to complete the following sentences:

1. He drove so fast that I really felt my life was in…………………………….. (endanger)
2. ……………is destroying large areas of tropical rain forest. (deforest)
3. Environmental……………………has increased dramatically over the past decade. (aware)
4. There are………………types of dunes in the Simpson Desert (differ)
5. Scientists have many theories about how the universe first came into …………………(exist)
6. Vehicles of over 3 meters in …………………pay an additional toll( long)
7. There is no need to be so …………………I just asked how to get to the bus-stop (defend)
8. Tyson knocked his …………………out in the first round(oppose)
9. I hate playing badminton with Tom. He is too …………………(compete)
10. the audience………………sang the official song with the singer(enthusiast)
11. one of the aims of the organization is to provide………………aida to the refugees (human)
12. Why don’t you take the …………………and arrange a meeting( initiate)
13. After the tsunami many people lost their families, friends, and……………………(live)
14. Was the …………………of International Red Cross inspired by a Sweden? (found)
15. You should have a…………………check-up every year. (medicine)

Exercise 4: Complete these sentences with the words in the box:

Interference, rival, opponent, penalty, biodiversity, outstanding, referee, disasters.

1. Human depend on……………………such as coastal estuaries, prairie grasslands, and ancient forests to purify their air, clean their water, and supply them with food.
2. Different conservation………………have been made in order to save endangered species.
3. The company offers …………………as an add-on to the basic holiday price.
4. She jumped out of the car and ………………… for the front door.
5. He was sent off for arguing with the……………….
6. He knocked his ................. down three times in the first round
7. Thailand is our strongest ................. in Southeast Asia’s Men Soccer
8. Nguyen Manh Tuong ,who owned five gold medals during the Games, was awarded the most ................. athlete title
9. They have launched a(n) ................. to send food to the flood victims
10. The Red Cross provides relief in case of ................. such as floods, earthquakes, hurricanes
11. We didn't expect any ................. from our brother
12. The referee awarded a ................. to the home team but they missed it and lost the game.

Exercise 5: Complete the following sentences with a correct preposition.

1. More than a billion people all ........... the world are ........... the threat of desert expansion
2. They cut ........... trees for fuel and farmland
3. The climate and soil are affected and forests are turned ........... deserts
4. Many plants and animals are now threatened ........... extinction
5. Only a few of the many species ........... risk of extinction actually make it to the lists and obtain legal protection
6. If we don’t protect the world’s wild life, many species of animals are likely to die ........... completely
7. I dip ........... the book and I can’t put it ...........
8. I have been looking ........... this book for a month and at last, I have found it
9. Human depend ........... species diversity to provide food, clean air and water
10. Defensive players are not allowed to interfere ........... the opponent’s movement
11. They will have opportunity to participate ........... the 25th SEA Games next year
12. They are appealing ........... local business for sponsorship money
13. WHO’s main activities are carrying ........... research ........... medical development and improving health care
14. Her life was devoted ........... the relief of suffering
15. The WHO was established ........... 7th April 1948

Exercise 6: Join the sentences, using the words in brackets

1. Peter’s doctor warned him about the danger of smoking. He continued to smoke 20 cigarettes a day (but)
2. it is necessary that you don’t touch the switch on the wall (mustn’t)
3. It isn’t necessary that you go to work early tomorrow (needn’t)
4. Sharon will meet you at the airport and take you to your apartment (Met/ taken)
5. The employer ought to pay insurance for his employees (paid)
6. We should raise much more money for the new bridge (raised)

Exercise 7: Complete the following sentences with the correct phrasal verbs from the list. Use the correct tense or structure

Hurry up, look after, hold up, turn back, turn up, give up, go off, look up, go away, take after, take off (x2), turn on, pick up, put on, get over, put down

1. If you keep a pet, you must ................... it properly
2. I don’t know his phone number. I will ........... it ........... in the phone book
3. What time does your plane ...........?
4. Ooh, the film is about to start. Let’s ........... the TV, shall we?
5. Don’t ........... now. Try again. You can do it
6. Leave me alone. Just ............
7. We were halfway to the airport when we had to ........... for our passports which we had left at home
8. My arms hurt, so I .......... the baby ........... for a minute. But he started crying right away, so I ........... him .......... again
9. you had better .......... those clothes .......... and .......... something clean and dry before you go to work
10. She ........... the problem of lack of time by hiring a house-cleaner
11. The trouble with Frank is that he never ........... on time for a meeting
12. What a lovely baby, He certainly ........... his mother
13. Because of the strike, my appointment with Mr. Nam .......... for several hours
14. The bomb ........... with a loud bang which could be heard all over the town
15. .......... The train is coming

Exercise 8: a. Complete the sentences, using the structure comparative + and comparative

1. The company expanded rapidly. It grew ........... all the time (big)
2. As I waited for my interview, I became ........... (nervous)
3. As the days went on, the weather got ........... (bad)
4. Life got ........... for boss Bob Watts as the company became .......... (good/ successful)
5. My bags seemed to get ........... as I carried them (heavy)

b. Rewrite the sentences, using the ...........
1. I don’t spend much time with my family because I work so hard

2. If the butter is soft, it is easy to spread on bread

3. I am trying to make my life simpler. It makes me feel more relaxed

4. When the wind blows hard, it whistles through the trees a lot.

5. If we leave early, we will arrive soon

Exercise 9: Find a mistake in the four underlined parts of each sentence and correct it

1. There is a lift in the building, so we mustn’t climb the stairs

2. Passengers shouldn’t be thrown away their tickets as they may be checked during the journey

3. we are going to visit our grandparents when we will finish our final exams

4. The sooner you leave, the earliest you will arrive at your destination

5. She has been waiting at the airport for an hour before she finally received a message telling her to go direct to her hotel

6. many young people lack skills, good education, financial to settle in the urban areas where many jobs are found

7. It is becoming more and most difficult to find a good job in this city

Exercise 10. READING: Fill in each numbered blank with one suitable word or phrase.

Nearly 200 of the 1500 native plant species in Hawaii are at risk of going extinct in the near future because they have been (1)...............to such low numbers. Approximately 90 percent of Hawaii’s plants are found nowhere else in the world but they are (2)...............by alien invasive species such as feral goats pigs, rodents and non- (3).........plants.

The Hawaii Rare Plant Restoration Group is striving to (4)............the extinction of the 182 rare Hawaiian plants with fewer than 50 individuals remaining in the (5)...........Since 1990, (6)...........a result of their ‘Plan Extinction Prevention Program’, sixteen species have been brought into (7)............and three species have been reintroduced. Invasive weeds have been removed in key areas and fencing put up in order to (8)...........plants in the wild.

In the future the Hawaii Rare Plant Restoration Program aims (9)...............collecting genetic material from the remaining plants in the wild for storage as a ‘safety net’ for the future. They also aim to manage wild populations and where possible reintroduce species into (10)...........

1. A. disappeared   B. reduced   C. increased   D. developed
2. A. guarded       B. invested   C. conserved   D. threatened
3. A. nation        B. native     C. national   D. nationally
4. A. prevent       B. encourage  C. stimulate   D. influence
5. A. wild          B. atmosphere C. hole      D. sky
6. A. so            B. due       C. as        D. but
7. A. contamination B. production C. cultivation D. generation
8. A. derive        B. vary       C. remain    D. protect
9. A. at            B. for        C. with      D. on
10. A. shelters     B. reserves  C. gardens   D. halls

Exercise 11: Write a description of a football match between your school’s team and one of your neighbouring schools’ teams.

To celebrate the Ho Chi Minh communist Youth Union’s Foundation Day, our school’s Sport Club recently played a friendly football match with Tran Phu School’s Football Team.

1. The match /held / 25th of March, / 3 pm / school’s playground.

2. The match /take place / beautiful weather / nice day.

3. first half, the players /play/ very well,

4. After that, by /combination /passing and dribbling, /opponents /make/ goal /us.

5. The play /so fine / all our schoolboys /jump up /cheer/ Tran Phu side.

6. second half, /we /play/ great determination.
7. defender /Hung /take/ ball and/ pass/ it very skillfully / striker Khai who /give/ kick / goal.
8. The spectators stood up and cheered. So it was one against one.
9. Towards / end / game, captain Hoan /take/ ball near / opponents’ goal /he /give/ shot straight /goal
10. goal / scored /3 minutes before / game /end.

Finally, our school's Sport Club won 2-1. When the game was over, all of us were happy. I felt very proud of our schoolboys.

Phan II

Circle the correct answer to fill in the blanks or substitutes the underlined part.

1. I have to agree with his point of view ………I don’t like him( although/ because/ so)
2. The Greens have two houses and two cars. They …….earn a lot of money.( must/ might)
3. In football you ……..touch the ball with your hands.(mustn i/ might not)
4. After Peter had returned form the Sahara desert, he was confined to bed by a ……………disease( mystery/ mysterious/ mysteriously/ mysteriousness)
5. Some sand dunes may be over 200 meters ………….height( with/ at/ in / on)
6. …………..species is a population of an organism which is at risk of becoming extinct ( dangerous/ endanger/ endangered/ endangerment)
7. ……………is the existence of a wide variety of plant and animal species living in their natural environment( biodiversity/ conservation/ globe/ individual)
8. ………….is the protection of environment and natural resources ( survival/ commerce/ conservation/ extinction)
9. Although we are aware………..the importance of environment, we still overexploit it (from/ on/ for/ of)
10. All the countries of the areas have………..to protect their wildlife ( efforts/ laws/ results/ reserves)
11. People enjoy a book………..different ways( on/ with/ upon/ in)
12. Boy, stop reading , …………..the book down and go to bed( take/ put/ set/ pick)
13. It is a good book. I think it is interesting enough for you to …………..(put down/ swallow/ look up/ understand)
14. The museum is open to everybody. It ………………between 9 am and 5pm ( visits/ visited/ can visit/ can be visited)
15. The room ……………….once a day(should clean/ should be clean/ should be cleaned/ should cleaned)
16. Read the book ……………….and you can find the information you need( care/ careful/ carefully/ carefulness)
17. Not many people find reading more………..than watching TV( interest/ interested/ interesting/ interestingly)

Please give me some advice to buy suitable books for my ten-year-old girl( recommendation/ information/ fiction/ interest)
18. The referee has awarded the visiting team a ………………..( penalty/ penalize/ penal/ penalization)
19. If a defender………… a foul within the five meter area that prevents a likely goal , the attacking team is awarded a penalty throw or shot ( commits/ interferes/ punches/ touches)
20. The player was ejected because he committed a foul ( as/ due to/ despite/ provided)
21. If a defender………… with a free throw, holds or sinks an attacker, he is excluded from the game for twenty seconds( punches/ passes/ plays/ interferes)
22. John used to be one of the most…………athlete in my country( succeed/ success/ successfully/ successful)
23. ………….., the athlete broke the world’s record with two attempts( surprise, surprised, surprising, surprisingly)
24. The 22nd SEA Games was the first time when VN finished top of the medal…………( standings/ events/ spirits/ programs)
25. ……………….my neighbor is driving me mad! It seems that……….. it is at night, ………….. he plays his music( the less-the more loud/ the less- less/ the more late- the more loudlier / the later- the louder)
26. It gets ……………….when the winter is coming( cold and cold/ the coldest and coldest/ colder and colder/ more and more cold)
27. In former days, after the battles soldiers on both sided died or were injured on the field without any………..attendance and basic care( medicine/ medical/ medication/ medically)
28. The International Red Cross has about 97 million volunteers whose main………… is to protect human life and health( mission/ experience/ organization/ rule)
29. An international medical conference initiated by Davison resulted in the birth of the League of Red Cross Societies in 1991( started/ helped/ treated/ dedicated)
30. Be careful! The tree is going to fall( look out/ look up/ look on/ look after)
31. The passengers had to wait because the plane………….. off one hour late( took/ turned/ cut/ made)
32. The organization was established in 1950 in the USA( come around/ set up/ made out/ put on)
33. We oppose this war, as we would any other war which created an environmental catastrophe( pollution/ disaster/ convention/ epidemic)
36. The total number of national Red Cross societies from all over the world has mounted to 186 (protected/devoted/increased/aimed).

37. It took me a long time to recover from the shock of her death (turn off/take on/get over/keep up with).

38. What may happen if John will not arrive in time? (go along/count on/keep away/turn up)

39. They decided to postpone their journey till the end of the month because of the epidemic. (take up/take round/put off/do with)

40. It took me a very long time to recover from the shock of her death. (turn off/take on/get over/keep up)

Choose the sentence which has the closest meaning to the original one.

41. He could escape from hurt because he was wearing protective clothes.
   a. Thanks to his protective clothes, he could escape from hurt.
   b. His protective clothes made him hurt.
   c. Due to his protective clothes, he was hurt.
   d. His being hurt made his unable to wear protective clothes.

42. We were unable to type the contract because the computer malfunctioned.
   a. Despite a computer malfunction, we managed to finish typing the contract.
   b. The computer malfunction helped us complete the contract.
   c. The fact that the computer malfunction prevented us from typing the contract.
   d. Thanks to the computer malfunction, we could type the contract.

43. The roads were slippery because it snowed heavily.
   a. It snowed too heavily to make the roads slippery.
   b. The heavy snow prevented the roads from being slippery.
   c. Thanks to the slip of the roads, it snowed heavily.
   d. The heavy snow made the roads slippery.

44. The accident happened because she was careless.
   a. The accident was prevented due to her carelessness.
   b. Her carelessness was responsible for the accident.
   c. It was the accident that made her careless.
   d. The more careless she was, the less accident happened.

45. I did not understand what the lecturer was saying because I had not read his book.
   a. What the lecturer wrote and said was too difficult for me to understand.
   b. The lecturer's book which I had not read was difficult to understand.
   c. I found it very difficult to understand what the lecturer said in his book.
   d. I would have understood what the lecturer was saying if I had read his book.

46. The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO).............. that leads international efforts to defeat hunger.
   a. it is a specialized agency in the United Nations
   b. as it is a specialized agency by the United Nations
   c. is a specialized agency of the United Nations
   d. a specialized agency of the United Nations

46. ............, FAO acts as a neutral forum where all nations meet as equals negotiate agreements and debate policy.
   a. Serving both developed and developing countries
   b. Although it serves both developed and developing countries
   c. Served both developed and developing countries
   d. As it was served both developed and developing countries

48. FAO helps developing countries to improve agriculture, forestry and fisher, practices,................
   a. as though it ensures good nutrition and food security for all
   b. but it ensures good nutrition and food security for all
   c. for ensuring good nutrition and food security for all
   d. and ensure good nutrition and food security for all

49. FAO was founded on 16 October, 1945 in Quebec, Canada. .................
   a. In 1951 when its headquarters were moved to Rome, Italy
   b. Since its headquarters were moved to Rome, Italy, in 1951
   c. In 1951 its headquarters were moved to Rome, Italy
   d. Its headquarters moved in 1951 to Rome, Italy

50. .................., which meets every two years to review the work carried out by the organization and approve a Program of Work and Budget for the next biennium
   a. Governed by the Conference of Member Nations, FAO
   b. FAO is governed by the Conference of Member Nations
   c. FAO, it is governed by the Conference of Member Nations
   d. Because FAO governed by the Conference of Member Nations